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Introduction

• Energy and cost reduction is increasingly important
• Focus is extending to critical sub-fab systems (such as vacuum pumps and 

abatement) where improved equipment management strategies are required

• Idle (Green) Mode 
• In fabs,100% of the wafer processing tools are not used 100% of the time

• Communication of tool status and planned production enables critical sub-
systems to enter energy saving “Green Mode”

• When maximum performance is not required, Green Mode can save an average 10% to 40% of the utility 
costs 

• Power, N2, process cooling water, heat loading, discharge to acid waste treatment

• Savings benefit the environment, and are a direct reduction in operating expense

• Maintenance Scheduling 
• Synchronising the maintenance of critical sub-systems with that of the 

process tools improves productivity, yield and savings

• Significant knowledge and intelligence is required to determine the 
Remaining Useful Life (RUL) to synchronize activities with process tools
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Green Mode in Critical Sub-Systems: Functionality

• End-user, process tool supplier and sub-fab equipment 
supplier need to work together to establish a Green Mode 
functionality for sub-fab equipment

• Challenge is compatibility with established systems already in 
semiconductor manufacturing

• If a process tool is “idle” e.g. not processing wafers, it can 
initiate a “Green Mode” state in pumps and abatement*

*ISMI definition
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Green Mode: Communications Protocols

• Tool idle time must be defined in terms of the relative states 
of the equipment
•Recovery times going from the idle state to the operational state

•Other process-specific considerations
•Equipment criticality, process by-products, etc.

•This must be translated into a communication protocol
•Software & hardware modifications developed and applied to the existing equipment 
configuration

• Interface with factory automation system can provide 
additional scheduling information and/or idle status 
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Green Mode: Communications Example

In the case of GLOBALFOUNDRIES, Green mode signals can come from
the Tool (hardwire) or the Factory Automation System (GEM/SECs)
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Green Mode in Critical Sub-Systems: Green Mode Response

REACTION OF VACUUM AND ABATEMENT TO RECEIVING A GREEN MODE SIGNAL AND HOW UTILITIES ARE CONSERVED

• Pump and abatement recovery time from idle must be  
optimized to ensure there is no process impact

Equipment Vacuum Pump Exhaust Gas Abatement

Green Mode 
action

Reduce rotational speed
Reduce purge gas usage
Reduce process cooling water

Reduce fuel/gas consumption
Reduce water consumption

Utilities 
savings 

Lower power consumption
Less purge gas use
Less load on PCW chillers

Lower fuel usage
Less load on PCW chillers
Less water usage
Lower power consumption
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Green Mode (in Critical Sub-Systems): Sample Pump Savings

• Savings $200-$500 p.a. per 
pump

• Energy only, reductions in N2 
and PCW load not included

• Depending on pump size and 
drive technology

• Depending on tool utilization

• Data from fab in ramp

• Low tool utilisation

Pump Time (25 days) Power

Total Green Mode Total Savings

Chamber Hrs Hrs % kWh kWh %

1 iGX600N 608 326 54% 814 62 8%
2 iGX600N 529 402 76% 822 89 11%

3 iGX600N 595 189 32% 861 43 5%

Tot 2498 194 8%
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Green Mode (in Critical Sub-Systems): Sample Abatement Savings

• Savings $500-$1000 p.a. per fuel 
abatement system

• Energy only, reductions in N2 
and PCW load not included

• Depending on tool utilization and 
abatement technology

• Data from fab in ramp

• Low tool utilisation

• All chambers must be in Green 
Mode for abatement to go into 
idle mode

Atlas Total Savings during Green Mode 
(28 days)

(m3) (m3) %

Fuel 596 240 40%
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Maintenance Scheduling: Traditional Approach (in Critical Sub-Systems)

• Predictive 
Maintenance (PdM) 
well established on 
process tools

• But not for critical 
sub-systems (e.g. 
vacuum and 
abatement)

• Planned Maintenance (PM) and Run to Fail (RTF) prevail

• PM is intentionally conservative, but may drive unnecessary equipment 
maintenance

• RTF provides the longest running times with costly risks of wafer loss and 
unplanned downtime

RUL Confidence Variation: Planned, Schedules and Run To 

Crash Regimes (Illustration Only)
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• Predictive Maintenance (PdM) successfully adopted for critical subsystems

• Requires detailed understanding and characterization of application and sub-
systems behaviour on that application

Example 1: Equipment functioning reliably at time 
of scheduled Planned Maintenance. Maintenance 
was postponed till critical parameters showed 
deterioration

Example 2: Monitored equipment entering distressed 
phase, requiring maintenance. Alert notification starts 
4 weeks before the predicted failure

Maintenance Scheduling: Predictive Approach (in Critical Sub-Systems)
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• Maintenance requirements can change dramatically with tool recipes and utilization

• Real time monitoring enables maintenance schedule to be adapted to new 
information

• Caution must be taken to recognize and mitigate external causal factors 
• Troubleshoot, & resolve upstream/downstream issues, not assume the monitored equipment is in fault

• Expert application and equipment behavioral knowledge is essential for good 
decisions: it is science, not guesswork

Example 1: Changing process duties or utilization 

drives maintenance scheduling (in or out)

Example 2: Application knowledge is essential. A 

fault caused by downstream issues which when 

resolved, eliminated need for costly maintenance

Maintenance Scheduling: Adaptive Approach (in Critical Sub-Systems)
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Predictive Maintenance: Benefits Example (in Critical Sub-Systems)

• Predictive Maintenance Benefits

• Avoid wafer scraps

• Productivity increase 
• Higher chamber 
utilization due to 
shorter down time

• Reduced chamber 
maintenance costs

Example of Predictive Maintenance yearly savings/productivity increase, batch process

Process LPCVD Nitride Furnace batch

# pumps 60

Avoided crash 4 per year

Wafer scrap Batch size 150 wafers

Wafer value 3,000 $

Benefit for wafer scrap avoidance 1,800,000 $

Productivity increase Chamber uptime increase 1%

Fab utilization 70%

Productivity increase 270,000 $

Equipment recovery cost Chamber recovery cost after crash 50,000 $

Recovery cost saving 200,000 $

TOTAL / year 2,270,000 $
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Maintenance Synchronization: Principles & Challenges

• Maintenance synchronisation (pooling) reduces downtime, improves
productivity, and provides cost savings
• In comparative terms, the MTTF of vacuum and abatement systems can be 

long compared to that of a process tool
• Prediction horizon must span a full tool PM cycle
• This requires bi-directional visibility and information exchange between the 

tool, FICS and critical sub-systems: e.g. utilization, process counters
• Sharing and protecting what may be sensitive information correlated across 

tools and critical sub-systems is critical to maximizing its usefulness
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Service Life Extension in Critical Sub-Systems

• There are challenges arising from the disparate nature of MTTF and fault 
prediction horizons on tool and critical sub-systems

• In the event of a predicted critical sub-system fault, service life extension 
of the sub-system is desirable to achieve synchronization of maintenance 
with the tool

• Activities to realize a service life extension are dependent on the nature of 
the process, fault prediction horizon, and nature of the equipment

• Timing is critical:
Action too soon will not sufficiently extend service life,

Action too late will not prevent failure
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Fingerprinting in Critical Sub-Systems

• Using arbitrary default models for RUL prediction on critical sub-systems could 
lead to highly inaccurate predictions

• Process induced failure mechanism can be predicted once the model used to 
characterize RUL is “trained” to specific applications
• This training has a strong correlation with the practice of fingerprinting
• Well established principle, but not often applied to critical sub-systems

• As integration of tool and critical sub-systems becomes ever more complex, 
fingerprinting principles will come to the fore

• The comparatively long working life of critical sub-systems provides more 
opportunity for a fingerprint to change
• Understanding this change, and how it relates to process counters aids control of 

process stability, as well as providing enhanced predictive capability

• Knowing parameters to monitor, and importance of specific values is critical
• Access to appropriate knowledge will demand collaboration across a new set of 

corporate divisions and boundaries
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Future Communication Flow: FICS, Tool & Critical Sub-Systems

• PdM enhanced by information from Factory Information & 
Control System (FICS) and/or process tool

• Process counters matched to Predictive Maintenance

• Data managed locally at critical sub-system offers advantages through 
correlation, algorithm development and applications experience
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Summary and Conclusions

• Energy and cost reduction is increasingly important 
• Green Mode & Synchronized Maintenance can both contribute significantly

• Both are enabled by knowledge leveraged through communications and 
collaboration

• End users, process equipment suppliers, critical sub-system suppliers and their respective 
process experts

• Green Mode can save an average 10% to 40% of the utility costs 
• Reductions in power, N2, process cooling water, heat loading and discharge 

to acid waste treatment

• Savings benefit the environment, and are a direct reduction in operating 
costs

• Synchronized Maintenance of critical sub-systems and process tools 
improves productivity and savings
• High degree of knowledge and intelligence required to determine Remaining 

Useful Life (RUL) to synchronize activities with those of the process tool
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